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It's here: the second massive paperback collection of the greatest superhero comic in the universe!

Witness Invincible's transition from new kid on the block to established superhero!  Collects

Invincible #48-96.
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The story was fantastic all the way through, however several of my pages were not cut and were still

together. I had to cut them apart to separate them. Some of the end pages were already frayed and

torn when it arrived. The spine also looks like it won't be able to hold the book together very long.

The ink quality is great and the one of the best bangs for your buck. I'm probably going to buy the

Hard back versions as I don't think this will stand the test of time.

I don't often buy superhero comics, but I enjoyed Invincible. Ottely's work in incredible and

Kirkman's tongue in cheek take on the genre is interesting enough. I suppose it comes with the

material that Invincible MUST be zooming off the the next big battle, but I enjoy those reflective

moments as well.This is a great way to pick up the series without spending huge bucks on the

comics at $2.99 each. You'll need the first one though since Kirkman introduces characters early on

and then brings them charging back (as heroes or villains) later.

Great book, this series has been non-stop action 28th great graphics. My only complaint is that it

was shipped in a larger box and the bubble protection had popped already making for some



damage to the book. However as with the first compendium the edges will wear with reading

anyway.

Incredibly awesome. As good if not better than The Walking Dead. Original story for those wanting a

fresh take on the super hero genre. Can't wait for compendium 3.

Bought it for a 22-year old - he loves it!

I read the first one so had to get the second one loved them both now I have to wait or hope there is

a third one Great book for the money.

Great comic and this format makes it easy to collect. If you don't know what it's about: invincible is a

superhero who has teenage/young adult problems (high school, college, girl friend) in addition to

super villains to deal with. Sort of like the Spider-Man movies.

The book came in excellent condition. I just finished compendium vol 1 and can't wait to tear into

this book!
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